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Abstract: In this paper, we focus on the problem of automatic pedestrian detection for surveillance applications. Particularly, the main goal is to perform real-time detection from both visible and thermal cameras for complementary aspects. To handle that, a fusion network that uses features from both inputs and performs augmentation by means of visual saliency transformation is proposed. This fusion process is incorporated into YOLO-v3 as base architecture. The resulting detection model is trained in a paired setting in order to improve the results compared to the detection of each single input. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed fusion framework, several experiments are conducted on KAIST multi-spectral dataset. From the obtained results, it has been shown superior results compared to single inputs and to other fusion schemes. The proposed approach has also the advantage of a very low computational cost, which is quite important for real-time applications. To prove that, additional tests on a security robot are presented as well.

1 Introduction

Pedestrian detection plays a crucial role in the computer vision community. It has been extensively studied in a wide range of applications such as autonomous driving, video surveillance, human activity understanding, and robot vision (Liu et al., 2019). Over the past decade, a significant progress has been achieved in this field using deep learning models. Also, it has been mostly studied in the visible domain thanks to the availability of visible cameras (Lin et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2019; Fradi et al., 2018; Nagy and Czúni, 2021).

However, it is commonly known that visible cameras are not effective enough at nighttime, bad lighting conditions, total darkness, or in adverse weather conditions. In such situations, thermal cameras can be instead used since they could better discern warmer target objects than other surrounding ones (Marnissi et al., 2021b; Dai et al., 2021; Kieu et al., 2020). For the aforementioned reasons, earlier attempts in the field made use of both cameras, which is referred to as bispectral vision. This solution has been adopted to substitute the use of two detectors; each one is trained on the corresponding domain accordingly. Combining information from both cameras allows to deal with vast range of weather and lighting conditions.

Usually, these bispectral detectors are based on complex network architectures compared to the detection from one single spectrum (Li et al., 2018; Konig et al., 2017; Guan et al., 2019). Moreover, these detectors rely in most cases on aligned thermal and visible sensors at inference time (Hwang et al., 2015a). All these factors limit their feasibility in real-time applications. Because of the aforementioned reasons, we focus, in this paper, on the problem of pedestrian detection from both domains and for real-time applications. To handle that we propose a new approach based on feature fusion on YOLOv3 as base architecture. To further improve the detection results, an aug-
mentation with saliency maps using visual saliency transformation is applied. This augmentation is performed through a channel replacement for both inputs. The resulting fusion architecture is considered as the main contribution of this present paper. This has the advantage of improving the overall performance by considering both cues from single inputs with the corresponding saliency maps. Also, the use of visual saliency transformer on thermal images in order to generate deep saliency maps is novel. Moreover, the proposed approach is of low computational cost which is highly required for real-time applications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, an overview of the existing works for object detection, multispectral detection and salient detectors is presented. Then, our proposed approach of feature fusion from thermal and visible cameras by augmentation with deep saliency maps is detailed in Section 3. The conducted experiments and the obtained results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we briefly conclude and give an outlook of possible future works in Section 5.

2 Related work

In this section, we give an overview of object detection methods, precisely single spectrum object detectors (visible or thermal) and multispectral object detectors. This overview includes salient object detectors as well.

2.1 Object Detection

The first object detection models were developed with a set of hand-crafted feature extractors such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005), Deformable Part-based Models (DPM) (Forsyth, 2014) and Viola-Jones detector (Viola and Jones, 2001). These models mostly suffer from poor performance on unfamiliar datasets. Afterwards, deep networks have promoted the research in many computer vision applications, including object detection in terms of results and inference time.

Current detectors based on deep models can be divided into two categories: two-stage and one-stage detectors. In the first category, the detection requires two stages: the first one consists of generating a set of regions of interest through the regional proposal network (RPN) and the second one aims at detecting objects of each proposal. It is the case of R-CNN (Girshick et al., 2014), Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015), Faster-RCNN (Ren et al., 2015), and Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017a) models. Different from two-stage models, other detectors such as YOLO family (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018a; Wang et al., 2021), SSD (Liu et al., 2016b), and RetinaNet (Lin et al., 2017) models allow to skip the region proposal step and to perform the detection directly on a dense sample of possible locations.

2.2 Pedestrian Detection in Single Spectrum

Most of the existing pedestrian detection models are trained on visible images captured under good lighting conditions. Some of these models are designed to address the problems of occlusion (Zhou et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020) and scale variance (Jiao et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2018). To mitigate occlusion problems, in (Zhou et al., 2019) a discriminative feature transformation was employed, in which the distance between the occluded and non-occluded pedestrian examples is reduced. TFAN (Wu et al., 2020) combined features from every current image and nearby images to improve the representation of pedestrian features by exploiting temporal information from occluded pedestrians. Other studies have been carried out in the field to deal with the problem of scale variance, for example, MDFL (Lin et al., 2018) is a multi-grain deep feature learning that was adopted to solve occlusion and small scale challenges. In the same context, the Pose-Embedding Network (PEN) (Jiao et al., 2020) was introduced to enhance the visual representation of pedestrian through human pose information.

While these methods improved the performance of pedestrian detection, they have been applied in the visible spectrum. However, it is commonly known that the visible light spectrum is not convenient in bad light and weather conditions (Kim et al., 2021). For this reason, other attempts using thermal imagery have been conducted for pedestrian detection. For instance, in (Ghose et al., 2019) thermal images augmented with their saliency maps to serve as an attention mechanism for the pedestrian detector are employed. From the obtained results, it has been shown that the saliency maps provide complementary information to the pedestrian detector resulting in a significant improvement in performance over the baseline approach. Also, an enhancement architecture based on Generative Adversarial Networks, and composed of contrast enhancement and denoising modules is proposed in (Marnissi et al., 2021a). The proposed architecture has shown its advantage to enhance the overall thermal image quality and to further improve the detection results.
2.3 Multispectral Pedestrian Detection

To deal with a vast range of weather and lighting conditions e.g. rain, fog, daytime and nighttime, multispectral detectors that use complementary information from thermal and visible images in order to enhance the visual representation of pedestrians have been proposed. (Hwang et al., 2015a) is one of the first works that took advantage of aligned image pairs for pedestrian detection through a multispectral aggregation channel features (ACF). Following the fast development of deep learning, the performance of multi-spectral pedestrian detectors is greatly improved. For instance, MSDS-RCNN (Li et al., 2018) is a fusion method composed of a multispectral proposal network (MPN) and a multispectral classification network (MCN). Park et al. designed in (Park et al., 2018) a convolutional neural network architecture that has as inputs color, thermal and fusion features. To combine them, a channel weighting fusion layer and accumulated probability fusion by highlighting the most robust features are used. In (Cao et al., 2019), semantic segmentation is performed by taking advantage of the box-level supervision that guides the networks to distinguish between the pedestrian and the background. An illumination-aware network is added to the detection framework by adjusting the weight according to the illumination score in (Li et al., 2019). In (Zhou et al., 2020), an illumination-aware feature alignment that selects features based also on an illumination score is proposed. The resulting Modality Balance Network (MBNet) facilitates the optimization process in a balanced manner.

2.4 Salient Object Detection

During the last decades, several methods have been proposed for saliency detection, which aim to highlight the most apparent objects in the image. Traditional saliency object detectors include some processing methods such as global contrast, local contrast and other features e.g. color and texture (Cheng et al., 2014; Borji et al., 2019). Recent works use instead CNN architectures. (He et al., 2017b) is one of the first algorithms that used U-Net architecture by including compression and expansion paths. BASNet (Qin et al., 2019) is a prediction and refinement architecture that uses hybrid loss for boundary-aware salient object detection. The contextual architecture of spatial attenuation proposed in (Hu et al., 2020) is used to allow contextual features with different attenuation factors to be translated independently and repeatedly. In order to decompose RGB images into highlight and detail streams, a label decoupling method has been presented in (Wei et al., 2020). The model was also supervised and a feature interaction network was designed. The two branches iteratively exchange information in order to generate accurate saliency maps. Related work includes (Liu et al., 2020), where a dynamic feature integration approach to automatically study feature combinations in relation to input tasks is proposed. R3-Net (Deng et al., 2018) presented a refinement network that comprises a succession of residual refinement blocks (RRBs) for saliency detection on a single image. The main idea is to take advantage of RRBs to recurrently learn the difference between the coarse saliency map and the ground truth by leveraging both low-level and high-level features.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

In this paper, we investigate the use of bispectral visible and thermal images for pedestrian detection in various lighting conditions. It is about bispectral fusion augmented with saliency maps for better detection. Particularly, we employ a fusion scheme that uses features from paired visible and thermal images with their corresponding deep saliency maps. The visible and thermal image channels are meant to be complementary, where visible images tend to provide color and texture details, while thermal images are sensitive to object temperature, which can be very useful in different light conditions. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 1. In the following we are detailing each of these architecture components.

3.1 Base architecture

YOLO (You Only Look Once) is one of the most used real-time detectors that belongs to the category of one-stage. Our proposed approach is developed using YOLOv3 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018b) as base architecture to build a deep neural network combining information from both images and to perform detection in real-time applications. In this model, Darknet53 which acts as feature extractor is mainly composed of 3x3 and 1x1 filters with skip connection as residual network and consists of five blocks. Inspired by Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) structure, YOLOv3 makes three prediction heads: small (grid size of 13 x 13), medium (26 x 26) and large (52 x 52) for multi-scale detection. The output result includes bounding box coordinates, confidence scores for each class, and object confidence (1 for object and 0 for non-object). The YOLO head outputs are post-processed by non-maximum suppression to remove
3.2 Augmentation with saliency maps

We propose to enhance visible and thermal images with their saliency maps by giving better cues for object detection during day and night time. These additional saliency maps are considered to guide the detection process by highlighting some information at pixel-level. This highlight allows to illuminate the most visible parts of the image, while preserving the textural information. Since in our particular case, input images are aligned, we choose to calculate the saliency maps of thermal images. Practically, we replace one duplicated channel of the 3-channel thermal image by the corresponding saliency map. The same map is introduced to the visible input through a channel replacement before feeding them to the network as can be seen in Figure 1.

In order to highlight some particular regions of the thermal images, an unified Visual Saliency Transformation (VST) model is adapted. It was originally proposed in (Liu et al., 2021), with color images and their corresponding depth maps as inputs. In our case, VST is used to generate a deep saliency map based on the thermal image and its static saliency map as shown in Figure 2. The model first uses an encoder to generate multi-level tokens from the input image patch sequence using the T2T-ViT model (Yuan et al., 2021). Then, a converter is applied to transform the patch tokens into the decoder space. In addition, cross-modal information fusion for the thermal image and the static saliency map is performed. Finally, a decoder predicts the deep saliency map through the patch-task-attention mechanism. Following (Liu et al., 2021), RT2T transformation is also used to pro-
progressively upsample the patch tokens. Figure 3 shows some results of the generated deep saliency maps and a concatenation with the input image from each domain.

### 3.3 Fusion scheme

At this stage, we intend to apply a fusion scheme of the two input images from both cameras for producing bispectral images augmented with saliency maps in order to enable better detection. After adding the saliency maps as input, we need to choose at which level the fusion can be performed. Since the backbone network as any CNN architecture embed different representations at different abstraction levels, it is not trivial to choose the most relevant layers or blocks for feature extraction. It has been demonstrated in some previous studies in image retrieval and texture classification (Jun et al., 2019; Fradi et al., 2021) that intermediate layers, mainly the layer before the last one mostly performs better than other layers or blocks. Following these studies, each visible and thermal input after augmentation is passed through the first four residual blocks. Once concatenated, the model operates on shared feature maps at the fifth block of the backbone network. To further justify this choice, we consider other fusion schemes for comparisons. As a first solution, the images could be merged at the input stage, i.e. combining information of the two raw images. It results in a new 6-channel image by concatenating visible and thermal images simultaneously. This fusion scheme is referred to as input fusion. Afterwards, we realize the early-fusion architecture that implements fusion operation before the first block. Then, the feature maps are fused after the mid-level blocks, namely block1, block2, block3, for halfway fusion. At the last stage, we implement the late-fusion architecture, where we combine the whole blocks of Darknet architecture for each input.

### 4 Experimental results

#### 4.1 Dataset and Experiments

The proposed approach is evaluated on KAIST (Hwang et al., 2015a), a publically available dataset commonly used in the field of object detection. It is one of the largest multi-spectral pedestrian dataset composed of temporally and spatially aligned visible and Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR) images under adverse illumination conditions, day and night. The visible camera generates 640 x 480 pixels resolution with a 103.6 vertical field of view. However, the thermal camera has 320 x 256 pixels resolution with a 39 vertical field of view. In total, the dataset approximately consists of 95k frames on urban traffic environment and of dense annotations for 1182 different pedestrians. It is divided into a training set of 50.2k images from Set 00 to Set 05, and a test set of 45.1k images from Set 06 to Set 11.

In our case, we select every 3 frames from training sets and every 20 frames from testing sets, and we only consider the non-occluded, non-truncated and large instances (> 50). This results in a training set of 7601 images for both thermal and visible sets, and a testing set of 2252 (1455 day and 797 night). For training the deep saliency network, pixel-level annotations as masks are required. Hence, we used a subset of KAIST published in (Ghose et al., 2019), where mask annotations are provided for 1702 images; 913 day images and 789 night images. Mean Average Precision (mAP) is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed detector at Intersection Over Union (IOU) equal to 0.5 regarding the ground truth. The ob-
tained results are compared to those obtained in each domain separately. Also, comparisons to different fusion schemes (input, early, halfway, and late) and existing methods are considered.

4.2 Implementation details

Experiments were conducted on NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU with 24 GB RAM. For YOLOv3, we used PyTorch framework which supports GPU computing. Our custom model YOLOV3 was implemented based on Darknet framework but with some configurations and modifications in order to adapt the model to KAIST dataset, to consider the fusion schemes and to include saliency maps as well. We trained our model on 30 epochs with a mini-batch size equal to 8. As optimizer, we used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with an initial learning rate of 0.0001. For deep saliency maps generation, VST is trained on batch size of 8, and 40,000 as total training steps.

4.3 Comparison results

We evaluate our proposed approach on the test set of KAIST dataset and we make comparison with single input from thermal or visible cameras, with the different fusion methods suggested for producing the bispectral images and with/without saliency maps as presented in Table 1. As reported in the table, using our proposed approach which consists of fusing feature maps at the fourth block with saliency map augmentation, we got the best results 75.8% in terms of mAP, with a margin of 17.7% and 9.9% to visible and thermal inputs, respectively. This performance increase compared to single spectrum is added to the advantage of using one single model for both domains. This is of significant interest since it allows faster execution time and less consumption of resources, which are highly relevant in real-time applications.

To further prove the overall performance of the proposed approach, we compare the obtained results to the different fusion schemes. In this table Halfway fusion-i refers to fusion at i-th block. The corresponding results vary from 59.4% to 63.9% in terms of mAP at different blocks. Precisely, it is shown that halfway fusion-4 gives better results compared to other halfway fusion levels and to input and late fusions, which corresponds to our observation stated from the beginning of the paper. Hence, this fusion level is selected to be coupled with saliency maps, which results in a overall performance of our proposed approach.

Table 1: Detection performance comparison using single input (thermal or visible), using different fusion levels, with/without augmentation with saliency maps. All in terms of mAP on KAIST dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Night</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible input</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal input</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-fusion</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early-fusion</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halfway fusion-2</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halfway fusion-3</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halfway fusion-4</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late-fusion</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corresponding qualitative results on some sample images from KAIST datasets are shown in Figure 4. These results also indicate the performance increase by our detector compared to other single inputs. Precisely, in the sample visual results, it is shown that some false positives and false negatives results are corrected by the proposed detector compared to single visible and thermal models.

As depicted in the table, the obtained MR of our proposed approach is better in some cases and competitive in other cases, however the computational cost is significantly reduced compared to other methods. As a result, we conclude that our obtained results are quite satisfactory while keeping a limited runtime. Thus our approach is more efficient compared to other two-stage detectors using complex fusion architecture in most cases.

4.4 Deployment on a security robot

By means of different sessions of acquisition, we built our dataset using “Pearl Guard”1 security robot that has autonomous capability to navigate in different environments and is equipped by two cameras; ther-

---

1https://enovarobotics.eu/pguard/
mal and visible cameras. This dataset is composed of 4615 pairs of visible and thermal images, that are captured in different lighting conditions by means of optical zoom x32 and thermal cameras. The dataset is split to 2956 training images and 1659 test images. Figure 5 presents some examples of the robot dataset. It is worth to note that this dataset will be publically available for research directions.

We annotated these images using a semi-automatic strategy. We first apply Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) to get some preliminary bounding boxes. This strategy helps the annotation process since it is time consuming. These first annotations are corrected and completed to generate the ground truth. It is important to note that acquired images suffer from a misalignment problem due to the spatial shift between cameras, different zooms and inference time. Figure 6 illustrates this problem by displaying the two bounding boxes at the same position in the two images in order to highlight the shift.

To conduct real-tests on the robot, the trained model on KAIST dataset is fine-tuned on a subset of the data acquired by the robot. We made this choice of transfer learning to harness the advantage of the
Table 2: Comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods on KAIST dataset in terms of miss rate (MR) and speed according to a given hardware specification. For MR values, lower is better

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>Speed (Platform)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACF (Hwang et al., 2015b)</td>
<td>47.32</td>
<td>2.73 (MATLAB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halfway Fusion (Faster RCNN) (Liu et al., 2016a)</td>
<td>25.75</td>
<td>0.43 (TITAN X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion RPN+BF (Konig et al., 2017)</td>
<td>18.29</td>
<td>0.80 (MATLAB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>0.019 (TITAN X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAF R-CNN (Li et al., 2019)</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>0.21 (TITAN X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATDNN + IASS (Guan et al., 2019)</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>0.25 (TITAN X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSDS-RCNN (Li et al., 2018)</td>
<td>11.34</td>
<td>0.22 (1080 Ti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-CNN (Zhang et al., 2019)</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>0.12 (TITAN X)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

large-scale of KAIST dataset and to limit the problem of misalignment using the robot as well. As shown on the user interface in Figure 7, once the target persons are detected using our proposed fusion scheme, the robot is controlled through a set of commands to follow them. The tracking process depends on the position and the size of the detected bounding boxes in the frame. The distance between the frame center and the center of the detected bounding box is considered to determine the robot movements. Precisely, the green arrows indicate the horizontal shift to follow the two detected persons.

Figure 7: Real-time streaming from the thermal and visible cameras of the security robot with the detected boundary boxes.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel fusion architecture based on bispectral images and augmented with saliency maps using transformer. By means of tests on KAIST dataset, the effectiveness of the proposed architecture is proven by obtaining better quantitative and qualitative results compared to single inputs and to other fusion schemes. By comparisons to the state-of-the-art methods for fusion, it has been demonstrated that our proposed approach achieves competitive results while keeping a very low computational cost. In addition, real tests of detection on a security robot have been conducted in order to follow target persons. As perspectives, other object detectors could be investigated but always from the one-stage category such as YOLO, YOLOx, SDD and RetinaNet. Also, the results on the robot could be improved by augmenting the amount of data and by handling the misalignment problem.
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